
What to train and when 
 
It is often mentioned when training and exercising a puppy that you should wait until its growth 
plates are closed. But what does this mean? Up until a puppy is approximately a year old its growth 
plates will still be closing. Injury to a growth plate can mean it doesn’t close properly or it can take a 
long time to close which can cause permanent damage in some cases. While a puppy is young, they 
are uncoordinated, they fall over a lot. Their muscles, ligaments and tendons are still developing and 
an injury to these can also take a long time to recover from.  
Excessive exercise early on or doing too much too soon can lead to soft tissue injuries as well as other 
conditions such as Hip Dysplasia.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
As a puppy matures their growth plates begin to close. The rate at which they close varies depending 
on the size of the dog. A small breed dog is likely to be physically mature by just over 12 months, 
giant breeds can be up top 24 months. 
 
The general safe rule for exercising a puppy is 5 mins walking per months of age, meaning a 4 month 
old puppy should get 20 mins of exercise a day. By exercise this means out walking. It does not include 
the time your puppy spends playing zoomies in the garden for example. That is free play and if the 
puppy gets tired it will lie down. Care should be taken with puppies in multi dog house holds as an 
older dog may encourage rough play for too long  and you may need to separate to prevent the 
puppy becoming over exercised and exhausted. 
 
Careful consideration should also be taken when throwing toys/balls for puppies to retrieve as the 
breaking hard to grab the ball can cause injuries to underdeveloped muscles and joints.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



But what about Agility? 
 
The general rule is to limit agility training until the puppy is over 12 months of age. This would ensure 
the puppy is fully mature and their body can cope with jumping, twisting and turning.  
There is a lot of flatwork training and other exercises that can be done whilst the puppy is younger 
to help prepare them for their agility career later in life which will do no harm to them growing. Doing 
absolutely nothing for the first 12 months then suddenly expecting then to run and jump at speed is 
just as bad as starting too soon. If you wanted to suddenly become a hurdle sprinter you wouldn’t 
just get up one day and start doing it – you’d injure yourself. It’s the same for our dogs. Agility is 
physically demanding and dogs (and handlers) need to be fit enough to take part. 
 
 
Below is a ROUGH guide. You need to use your common sense – look at the dog in front of you, are 
they having an uncoordinated growing phase? If so – wait a bit longer. These a minimum ages! 
 
4 months + 
Cone work (no tight wraps), flatwork (directions), toy play, retrieves (controlled), drive to a toy, intro 
to things that move, tipping planks, contact boards, different surfaces, 2o2o on a contact board, circle 
work, handling on the flat 
 
5months + 
Barrel Wraps, Intro to cone wraps (no multi wraps), raised plank (no more than 10cm off the floor), 
straight short tunnel (no speed – exploring in own time) 
 
6 months + 
Loose turns on wings, Longer straight tunnel (no speed – exploring in own time), shaping wing wraps 
(front and back – no speed and not full jump), mat work for running contacts.  
 
7 months + 
Full jump with a jump bump (absolutely no height). Note: A jump bump is better than a pole on the 
floor – a puppy who is not used to something on the floor may catch his foot on a pole, it will roll and 
can injure a toe or cause them to trip and put them off. 
 
8 months + 
Jump pole set at lowest height. Increase cone/wing work without speed on approach, mat work for 
Running Contacts (still on the ground) Straight lines, straight tunnels 
 
9 months + 
Intro to curved tunnels – let puppy explore in its own time – again no speed on approach 
 
10 -12 months  
Low dog walk – (no more than 20cm off the floor), very low A frame (on a pallet or similar), see saw 
games (no actual see saw!), Adding speed to straight tunnel, straight jump work, gradually adding a 
small number of turns. Very few reps of anything! 
 
 
 



12 months + 
Weaves* 
Jump height at 30cm max 
Increased height on DW & AF (no more than half height) 
Low see saw 
Short long jump, low tyre 
 
14 months + 
Weaves – closed 
Jump height 40cm 
¾ height DW and AF 
Increase see saw height if confident 
Sequencing (max 10 obstacles) 
 
15-16 months 
Full height contacts 
Jump height 50cm 
Sequencing 10-15 obstacles 
Full height Long jump & tyre 
 
17 months + 
Full height jumps (60cm) 
 
*Weaves  
If only using closed weaves and luring then wait until the dog is over 14 months. 
 
If doing 2x2, channels or V weaves as they are open from 12 months is OK. Weaves put a lot of strain 
on a dogs body so if in doubt wait longer. They should not be fully closed before 14 months.  
 
If doing channel weaves they should not be started too soon (before 12 months) as the idea is they 
are regularly closed up so the dog learns to weave not to just run fast. Starting at 6-7 months would 
meant be puppy is not learning to weave just to run through poles which has little benefit in actually 
weave training.  
 
 
 
Remember this is MINIMUM ages – any younger and you risk damage to the puppy – is it really worth 
it? You want an agility dog with a career of 10+ years, not having to retire at 5 due to injury! 
 
Its also worth noting that once my dogs are fit enough and old enough to jump full height 17-20 
months I rarely train them at full height (except when course running) to reduce the strain on their 
joints. 
Agility training should not really be done more than about 3 or 4 times a week and no more than 
about 10 mins if training alone (group class equates to roughly this anyway). Keep them wanting 
more don’t burn them out! 
 
 



 
 


